
OPTIMIZED INVESTMENT FOR CITIES 
AND SEVERAL BENEFITS FOR USERS

   A better user experience:
With the possibility of adding color and touch screens, extended 
keyboards and additional payment methods on existing terminals,  
Flowbird makes life easier for users to access to parking privileges.

  Cost effective solutions:
Flowbird’s philosophy is to protect its customers investments in their 
parking estates throughout the life cycle of the installation. Flowbird´s 
Upgrade Kits enable operators to benefit from the latest parking 
technology on their existing terminals, requiring minimal capital 
expenditure and increasing the life span of the installed estate.

   New services:
Flowbird’s cloud system enables parking terminals to be transformed 
into multi-sales and information terminals offering innumerable 
additional services running remotely in real-time on cloud-based 
servers.

UPGRADE 
KITS



UPGRADE KITS
Increase the solar autonomy
A more powerful solar module enables to offer additional 
functions and to handle high transactions levels and on-line 
services.

Add a credit/debit & Smart card reader 
With the upgrade of payment solutions to handle bankcards 
such as chip or contactless cards, smart cards, banknotes but 
also NFC technology, cities and operators offer a wider choice 
of payment methods to users. These options bring an optimum 
users’ convenience, while reducing the volume of cash to be 
collected, sorted and carried.

Install or update communication
Wireless technology enables a centralized management of 
terminals on a laptop or tablet. This technology facilitates 
maintenance operations and optimizes terminals up-times.

Other available enhancements
Barcode reader, Climatic pack, extra Shieldings, Park & Breathe 
kit, front face lightning module, etc. 

Improve the user interface
COLOR SCREEN:
The wide full 7” color screen provides a user-friendly graphical 
interface, displaying animated pictograms and services. 
Intuitive ergonomics guaranty a quick and easy use, even for 
people not familiar with terminals. The color screen allows to 
provide services such as fine payment, cities information…

EXTENDED CAPACITIVE KEYBOARD:
The extended capacitive keyboard facilitates quick and easy 
entry of any alpha or alpha-numerical numbers (ex: VRN, 
space number, identification code…) to access specific and 
personalized parking privileges. The configurable keyboard 
allows users to access easily to different menus to view local 
information or select services.  

TOUCH SCREEN:
The introduction of a full color 9’’7 touch screen brings a 
real added-value to parking terminals, multiplying their 
possibilities and functionalities. The touch screen provides 
an enhanced user’s experience thanks to superior ergonomics 
and the ease-of-use of digital keyboard.
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